Abstract Microevolutionary projections use empirical estimates of genetic covariation between physical or psychological phenotypes and reproductive success to forecast changes in the population distributions of those phenotypes over time. The validity of these projections depends on relatively consistent heritabilities of fertility-relevant outcomes and consistent genetic covariation between fertility and other physical or psychological phenotypes across generations. However, well-documented, rapidly changing mean trends in the level and timing of fertility may have been accompanied by differences in the genetic mechanisms of fertility. Using a sample of 933 adult twin pairs from the Midlife Development in the United States study, we demonstrate that genetic influences on completed fertility and age at first birth were trivial for the 1920-1935 birth cohort, but rose substantially for the 1936 -1955 birth cohort. For the 1956 -1970 birth cohort, genetic influences on completed fertility, but not age at first birth, persisted. Because the heritability of fertility is subject to change dynamically with the social context, it is difficult to project selection pressures or the rate at which selection will occur.
Introduction
Fertility outcomes are important for the well-being of individuals (Kohler et al. 2005; Nelson et al. 2014) , for demographic policy initiatives regarding the global population (Connelly 2008) , and for understanding potential evolutionary selection factors operating in modern populations . Microevolution refers to the relatively short-term changes in the distributions of phenotypes in the population across generations due to genetic covariation between physical or psychological phenotypes and reproductive success. A number of recent empirical studies report heritable covariation between reproductive success and other phenotypes, an indication that natural selection may be occurring on those phenotypes Kirk et al. 2001; Milot et al. 2011; Pettay et al. 2005; Zietsch et al. 2014) . For example, documenting genetic correlations between medical and physiological indices and lifetime reproductive success in a contemporary multigenerational American sample, Byars et al. (2010) projected that natural selection would lead to reductions in total cholesterol, blood pressure, height, and age at first birth accompanied by increases in body weight and age at menopause over the following ten generations. The validity of such projections depends on relatively consistent heritabilities for fertility outcomes and consistent genetic covariation between fertility and the phenotypes under investigation across generations. Yet very few empirical studies have tested this assumption. In contrast, most social-demographic theories of fertility behavior emphasize dramatic cross-generational changes in the determinants of fertility (Cherlin 2010; Coale and Watkins 1986; Lesthaeghe 2010) .
We take a biodemographic perspective on fertility that emphasizes the importance of biological and genetic influences, but still seriously considers the dynamics between biology and the social environment (Harden 2014; Rodgers et al. 2001 Rodgers et al. , 2000 Udry 1996) . Integrating socialdemographic and biodemographic perspectives on fertility, we hypothesize that, because heritable characteristics influence whether individuals adopt novel fertility practices, historical transitions that introduce innovative fertility practices will lead to a magnification of genetic influences on fertility behavior. This process would imply that the magnitude of microevolutionary selection pressures changes over relatively short time periods. We test these predictions by examining a genotype 9 birth cohort interaction on completed fertility and age at first birth using a multi-cohort twin sample.
Changing demographic regimes: ready, willing, and able
The level and timing of fertility has changed dramatically over the past century. In the United States, changing fertility practices have resulted in decreased births (Sutton et al. 2011 ) and increases in age at first birth (Mathews and Hamilton 2009), age at first marriage (Goodwin et al. 2009 ), cohabitation (Cherlin 2010) , and the percentage of total fertility due to non-marital fertility (Ventura 2009 ). In lay terms, these rapidly changing patterns of fertility and family formation are commonly attributed to the ''sexual revolution'' of the 1960s. Lesthaeghe (2010; Lesthaeghe et al. 1986; van de Kaa 1987) terms these new patterns the second demographic transition (SDT), a name that signifies a conceptual sequel to the decline in fertility that accompanied increases in life expectancy starting in Western, industrialized nations around 1800, known as the first demographic transition (Coale and Watkins 1986; Lee 2003; Notestein 1945) . Following the SDT, many values associated with fertility behaviors relaxed to allow for nontraditional family formation, childbearing outside of marriage, and greater acceptance of childlessness. Changing values combined with effective contraceptive technology facilitated diverse pathways to family formation.
The SDT marks a decline in the relevance of mechanisms of social control and the rising importance of individual preferences and values (DeLamater 1981; Lesthaeghe and Surkyn 2002) . Coale (1973) provided the most influential and general 1 model of what leads some individuals to adopt new practices while others retain old fertility patterns. He argued that three conditions are necessary: individuals must be ready, willing, and able to adopt new fertility practices. The readiness component reflects the economic cost-benefit analysis of having children or forgoing childbearing. As the cost of support and education rises per child, the costs of having more children outweigh the benefits. Once this balance shifts toward having fewer children, individuals are ready to accept innovative practices that favor lower childbearing. The willingness component refers to the social legitimacy of the new practices. As long as new fertility behaviors are stigmatized or violate cultural taboos, individuals will not be willing to participate in the new fertility regime. As the novel behaviors become more typical, willingness to innovate rises. Finally, the ability component refers to the capacity to consciously control fertility outcomes. If no contraceptive technology existed, it would be impossible for individuals to act on economic or personal preferences. This highlights an important point. For fertility innovation to occur, all three conditions must be jointly met. Economic, psychological, and informational/technical factors supporting innovation must all be present. Lesthaeghe and Neels (2002) tracked the bottleneck characteristics of the ready, willing, and able model of fertility innovation across Europe. Their analysis of structural and ideational factors suggested that it is the willingness factor, not the ready or able factors, that limits (or facilitates) the spread of demographic innovations. Willingness to adopt new, unusual, and sometimes prohibited practices is important for individual innovation and also for leading broader cultural acceptance. That is, individual differences in willingness are especially predictive of behavior when fertility practices are in a state of flux. Consistent with this idea, personality traits are increasingly important predictors of fertility outcomes for more recent-born twentieth century cohorts (Jokela 2012; Skirbekk and Blekesaune 2013) .
Genotype 9 cohort interaction
The willingness to adopt new social practices is fundamental to fertility transitions, with the more willing individuals being early adopters and less willing being later adopters. As more individuals adopt novel practices, social norms shift toward the new behaviors, and enforcement of previous social norms diminishes. Udry (1996) , p. 328 hypothesized that when individuals' ability to choose between alternative behaviors is maximized, ''the more variance in their behavior is controlled by biological forces.'' Thus, the trends observed during the SDT, such as a reduction of social control over fertility and the rising importance of individual preferences, should lead to an increase in genetic influences on fertility. Individual differences in personality, values, and motivations are genetically influenced (Bouchard and McGue 2003) , as are fertility-relevant phenotypes such as ideal number of children (Miller et al. 2010) , fecundity , fertility timing (Kohler et al. 2002a; Rodgers et al. 2007) , union formation timing (Trumbetta et al. 2007) , and the pursuit of competing career goals (e.g., educational attainment; Kohler and Rodgers 2003; Nisén et al. 2013) . Because these genetically influenced, willingness-relevant factors interact with the macro-environmental context, the expression of genetic influences on fertility may change dynamically. When social control wanes and these types of individual characteristics increase in importance, genetic influences would be maximized. Kohler et al. (1999) provided the first empirical support for Udry's (1996) prediction in regards to fertility. They found a spike in the heritability of completed fertility in Danish cohorts following the start of the first and second demographic transitions. When fertility practices were relatively stable in the population, family-level environmental influences (which may represent influences such as socioeconomic status and subcultural norms) explained far more variance in fertility than genetic influences. A similar genotype 9 cohort interaction has recently been found for Dutch cohorts during the first demographic transition (Bras et al. 2013) . Highlighting the dynamic connection between social context and the expression of genetic influences on fertility, this study found that heritability increased to a greater extent for wealthy women living in urban and religiously liberal environments. These women may have had greater freedom to pursue fertility practices in line with their individual preferences compared to women situated in less flexible contexts. Yet these findings have not been widely replicated, and it is unclear whether they generalize beyond the northern European context. Carlson (2003) described the United States as a demographic exception to European trends. Compared to lowest-low fertility found in Europe (e.g., Kohler et al. 2002b) , the United States has a high fertility rate and is dissimilar in political, religious, economic, and ethnic/racial context. Establishing cohortrelated changes in genetic influences on fertility outcomes in the United States would thus be strong evidence for the generalizability of this process.
Based on previous theoretical (Udry 1996) and empirical (Bras et al. 2013; Kohler et al. 1999 ) work, we hypothesize that genetic influences on fertility outcomes will increase during demographic transitions. As novel fertility practices become widely adopted and society converges on a new, culturally-approved ''fixation point'' for behavior, we hypothesize that individual differences in willingness (and associated genetic differences) will decrease in magnitude. Figure 1 presents this hypothesis graphically. In this example, completed fertility in the population fell by one child for birth cohorts from 1920 to 1970. However, some individuals adopt novel fertility behaviors quickly (''early adopters''), whereas others are slow to adopt new practices (''late adopters'') or may never fully adopt new norms (e.g., higher fertility among Mormon individuals; Thornton 1979) . As genotypic differences contribute to whether an individual is an early or late adopter, heritability is maximized during the transition period.
In the current project, we track genetic influences on the level and timing of fertility across the SDT. We used the twin sub-sample of the Midlife Development in the United States (MIDUS) sample to estimate genetic influences on total number of children and age at first birth, a phenotype previously linked to evolutionary selection pressures . Based on the model of fertility innovation, we hypothesized that genetic influences on the level and timing of fertility would be maximally expressed during the SDT compared to before or after. To identify such dynamic trends, we used a variety of parametric and nonparametric analytic strategies based on the classical twin model (Neale and Cardon 1992) to estimate genetic and environmental influences on completed fertility and age at first birth.
Method

Participants
The data used in the current study was collected as part of the MIDUS study, a two-wave, nationally representative study of health and well-being in adulthood (Ryff et al. 2006 ). The first wave of the study took place in 1994-1995, and the second wave took place in [2004] [2005] [2006] . Most importantly for the current study, the project sampled a wide range of ages at the initial wave (ages 25-74 years) in order to obtain a complete picture of mid-life. The sample includes participants born in cohorts from the 1920s to the 1970s. This makes the sample uniquely suited to study life course trends in response to secular changes in the social context of childbearing. The full sample includes 7108 participants with a relatively even split of males (n = 3,395) to females (n = 3,632). Participants varied in terms of the educational background from some grade school (n = 38) to professional degrees (n = 257). The modal response was a high school degree (n = 1,951), followed closely by 1-2 years of college (n = 1302) and college degree (n = 1240). The vast majority of participants identified as White (n = 5,600), with small numbers identifying as Black (n = 321), Native American (n = 37), Asian or Pacific Islander (n = 57), some other race (n = 119), and multiracial (n = 42). The twin subsample was composed of monozygotic pairs (n = 354), same-sex dizygotic pairs (n = 335), and opposite-sex dizygotic pairs (n = 244). As described below, we combined information from both waves of data and did not exclude any observations. We track phenotypic secular trends in fertility in the full sample, and we track genetic and environmental contributions to fertility in the twin subsample.
Measures
Level of fertility
At both waves, participants were asked their total number of biological children. For participants that only had data for the initial wave, we used this information. For participants that completed both waves, we used the most recent number of biological children as this represents increases in the number of children born in the interim between waves. Importantly, the level of fertility is potentially censored above for those that have not fully completed their childbearing at the time of the study. This is a relatively small concern for the present analysis because the majority of participants had reached an age at which the majority of fertility is completed in the population at the time of the study. More than 98 % of the sample was over 34 years of age. In the United States in 2010, more than 85 % of period fertility occurred to individuals under age 34 (Human Fertility Database, 2013) . More than 85 % of participants were over age 41 years, and over 99 % of period fertility in the United States in 2010 occurred to individuals under this age.
Timing of fertility
At both waves, participants were asked the birth year of each of their children. The eldest child of each participant was determined, and the age of the participant when the child was born was calculated. For participants who only completed the first wave, we used only that information. For participants who completed both waves, we attempted to construct the most valid estimate for age at first birth. For participants that had no children at the first assessment, but did have children at the second assessment, we used the age reported at the second wave. For participants that reported having children at both waves, we averaged the age at first birth reported across the two waves because recall of ages can be erroneous (Preston et al. 2001, p. 214-223) . However, this proved to be a minor problem as the two estimates were highly correlated (r = 0.92). Similar to the level of fertility, age at first birth is censored by the timing of the survey. For participants that have not had any children, it is only known that age at first birth will occur after the survey or never if the participant forgoes childbearing. As described above, the majority of the sample had completed the major childbearing ages. Following the precedent and recommendations of other researchers (e.g., Kohler et al., 1999) , we entered age at first birth as the current age of the participants for childless participants. For childless participants over age 50, it is unlikely that they will have children, and we therefore set their age at first birth to 50 in order to minimize influential outliers.
Analytic approach
All models were estimated using full-information maximum-likelihood estimation with Mplus statistical software (Muthén and Muthén 1998-2010) . To ensure that our quantitative genetic results were not driven by sex differences, as only dizygotic twins can have opposite sexes, we residualized the phenotypes of the effect of sex in the full sample (McGue and Bouchard 1984) . To aid in interpretability, standardized residuals were used for the quantitative genetic analysis. Importantly, this standardization was performed relative to the pooled mean and variance of all cohorts; the results were not standardized in reference to Birth Year 1920 1930 1940 1950 1960 1970 Completed Fertility 1920 1930 1940 1950 1960 1970 Difference and early fertility adopters. b Area between the late and early adopter curve, which could potentially be related to genotypic differences between individuals specific birth years. For all behavior genetic analyses, we report raw variance in the outcome, not proportions of variance, such that genetic and environmental contributions at any given birth year do not necessarily sum to 1.0.
Results
Non-parametric local structural equation modeling (LOSEM)
We hypothesized that genetic influences on fertility would change dynamically across birth cohorts with increases followed by possible decreases over historical time. As it is difficult to make predictions about the specific functional form of this trend, we first applied a non-parametric approach, and then used a variety of parametric approaches as confirmatory steps. We used LOSEM to provide continuous, weighted estimates of model parameters (see Hildebrandt et al. 2009 ). This approach is similar to kernel regression techniques (Li and Racine 2007) , such as locally weighted regression (i.e., LOESS; Cleveland and Devlin 1988) , but is applied in a structural equation modeling context. Following the recommendations of Hildebrandt et al. (2009) , p. 96, we applied a weighting kernel with a bandwidth described by the sample size and standard deviation of the moderator (i.e., 2 9 N (-1/5) 9 SD). This bandwidth selection is designed to optimally weight the data to minimize and balance bias (i.e., oversmoothing) and variability (i.e., undersmoothing) in the estimates (Li and Racine 2007) . Data closer to a focal birth year received more weight in the analysis. For example, when the focal birth year is 1930, participants born close to 1930 receive much weight in the analysis, but participants born close to 1960 receive little. Moving the focal birth year from 1920 to 1970 generated locally weighted and smoothed estimates. Our moderator (birth year) was not included in the structural component of any LOSEM model, but it was instead incorporated as a weighting variable.
Phenotypic cohort trends
To evaluate phenotypic trends, we estimated the mean and variance of the fertility outcomes using 51 models using the full MIDUS sample. The separate models were calculated with the focal value of the weighting variable set to each birth year from 1920 to 1970, and the weighting variable was calculated based on distance from the focal birth year. Figure 2 presents cohort trends in the mean and variance of number of biological children and age at first birth adjusted for the effect of sex, as well as separately by participant sex. We used LOSEM rather than other nonparametric methods (e.g., LOESS) to maximize the comparability with the following quantitative genetic models.
Participants born more recently had fewer children later in the lifespan. Completed fertility fell from approximately 3 children per individual to 1.5 children per individual over the interval. This trend was similar for males and females. From 1930 to 1960 age at first birth rose by approximately 2 years, but small counter trends were found for the very early (i.e., 1920s) and very recent (i.e., 1960s) birth cohorts. This trend was similar for males and females, but males tended to have later ages at first birth for all birth cohorts. The identified cohort trends largely match those found across periods in the United States (Mathews and Hamilton 2009; Sutton et al. 2011 ). Additionally, variance in both outcomes declined substantially across birth cohorts. Variance in completed fertility fell sharply from 1920 to 1950 and then plateaued. Variance in age at first birth remained steady until 1950, and then nearly halved in magnitude over the next 20 years.
Quantitative genetic cohort trends
To evaluate trends in genetic and environmental influences, we used a classical univariate quantitative genetic model applied to monozygotic (MZ) and dizygotic (DZ) twins reared together (Neale and Cardon 1992) . This model decomposes variance in an outcome into that due to additive genetic influences (A), shared environmental influences (C; i.e., family-level effects that make siblings living in the same household similar), and nonshared environmental influences (E; i.e., individual-level effects that make siblings living in the same household different, plus measurement error). By definition, twins raised in the same household have identical shared environments. Based on genetic theory, MZ twins are assumed to have identical genetic material, and DZ twins are assumed to share 50 % of segregating genetic material on average.
The non-parametric LOSEM approach allowed us to estimate an unrestricted account of dynamic shifts in genetic and environmental influences by recording the locally weighted variance components for each birth year. Importantly, the LOSEM approach still relies on the parametric specification and the associated assumptions of the classical twin model. For example, we assume that an ACE model correctly partitions variance in the phenotypes for all birth cohorts, that MZ and DZ twins receive equal environments, and that there is no assortative mating for the phenotypes. However, the approach is non-parametric in the sense that the parameters of the classical twin model were freely estimated in separate models for each focal birth year. Figure 3a , b summarizes the quantitative genetic LO-SEM results. Substantial shared environmental influences, but not genetic influences, were evident until roughly the 1935 birth cohort for both outcomes. Following the 1935 birth cohort, genetic influences rose in importance and shared environmental influences fell in importance. Genetic effects essentially replaced the shared environmental effects. For completed fertility, genetic influences persisted (and shared environmental influences remained negligible) up to the end of data availability. For age at first birth, genetic influences declined and shared environmental influences rose in importance after the 1955 birth cohort. By the end of data availability, genetic influences on age at first birth were negligible and shared environmental influences were substantial. The influence of the nonshared environment declined across birth cohorts for both outcomes. The nonshared environmental trend resembled the decline in variance observed at the phenotypic level.
An alternative way to visualize the LOSEM results is to plot the predicted relationship between birth cohort and fertility behavior for two theoretical groups of individuals, who score 1 SD above and below the mean of the latent genetic factor. These genetic factor scores can be conceptualized as dispositions toward early versus late adoption of fertility practices. As shown in Fig. 4 , there is no difference between early and late adopters in completed fertility before 1935. Individuals born after 1935 with genetic dispositions for early adoption quickly fall to levels equivalent to the expected endpoint of the population average trend. Individuals with genetic dispositions for late adoption, on the other hand, persist in having larger numbers of children. Differences between early and late adopters in 1920 1930 1940 1950 1960 1970 1920 1930 1940 1950 1960 1970 1920 1930 1940 1950 1960 1970 1920 1930 1940 1950 1960 1970 1920 1930 1940 1950 1960 1970 Variance Continuous parametric moderator models Standard gene 9 environment interaction models (Purcell 2002) specify that the genetic and environmental effects on a phenotype vary as a linear function of a continuous moderator (which produces quadratic variance estimates across the moderator due to squaring the pathway).
Because LOSEM indicated non-linear trends in genetic and environmental effects across birth cohorts (see Fig. 3a, b) , we implemented continuous gene 9 environment interaction models using two non-linear functional forms. First, we used a spline function (Marsh and Cormier 2002) to fit two connected linear interaction segments across the range of the moderator. To accomplish this approach, we created two variables based on the birth year variable centered at 1920. The first variable indicated birth year from 1920 to 1950, and the second variable indicated This coding scheme recreates the information of the birth year variable, but allows separate effects to be estimated before and after 1950. Second, we specified that the genetic and environmental effects on the phenotypes be a quadratic function of the birth year variable centered at 1945. This specification produces variance estimates that are quartic with respect to the moderator and, in contrast to the spline approach, does not rely on the specification of turning points in advance.
In both the spline and quartic approaches, we specified that the genetic and environmental effects on the phenotypes be a linear function of two moderator variables. In the spline approach, the first moderator variable reflects heterogeneity of genetic and environmental influences across birth years 1920-1950, and the second moderator variable reflects heterogeneity of genetic and environmental influences across birth years 1951-1970. In the quartic approach, the first moderator variable reflects heterogeneity associated with birth year, and the second moderator variable reflects heterogeneity associated with birth year squared. Each model included the main effect of both moderator variables on the phenotype. Table 1 reports the parameter estimates for the spline and quartic approach to gene 9 environment interaction models. These results are presented graphically in Fig. 3c-f . The results largely confirm the LOSEM results and provide parameter estimates with standard errors. Genetic influences on completed fertility slowly increase across early birth years and then stall. Genetic influences on age at first birth reach a peak for individuals born around 1950 and fall to zero for both earlier and later birth cohorts. In contrast to the LOSEM results, the spline and quartic models for age at first birth imply relatively large genetic influences for very early birth cohorts (i.e., 1920-1930) . However, the point expectations in this region are very imprecise (i.e., large standard errors), and are likely due to the parametric constraints of the model, rather than reflecting a ''true'' spike in heritability for early birth cohorts. Apart from this deviation, results are consistent across analytic approaches.
Multiple group models
To complement the approaches that treat birth year continuously, multiple group models were used to determine whether all variance components were necessary to describe variation in the phenotypes and specify alternative models that include dominance genetic influences (D). Based on the LOSEM results, we estimated discrete variance components for different ''bins'' of birth cohorts. That is, we collapsed individuals born relatively close in chronological time to form discrete groups rather than model birth year continuously. Inspection of the non-parametric results for completed fertility indicated one transition point (roughly 1935) , and inspection of the non-parametric results for age at first birth indicated two transition points (roughly 1935 and 1955 1920 1930 1940 1950 1960 1970 Birth Year 3.0 Fig. 4 Expected sex adjusted phenotypic cohort trends based on twin subsample results assuming a population average with subgroups possessing genetic dispositions for early and late adoption of novel fertility behaviors. a Phenotypic trends in completed fertility for the population average, a subgroup with genetic dispositions for late adoption (i.e., ?1 SD genetic effect), and a subgroup with genetic dispositions for early adoption (i.e., -1 SD genetic effect). b Phenotypic trends in age at first birth for the population average, a subgroup with genetic dispositions for late adoption (i.e., -1 SD genetic effect), and a subgroup with genetic dispositions for early adoption (i.e., ?1 SD genetic effect) both phenotypes: the birth years of 1920 -1935 , 1936 -1955 , and 1956 -1970 . The 1920 -1935 Table 2 presents the model fit statistics for all multiple group models tested. Model fit was excellent across all models. Table 3 presents the point estimates of genetic and environmental influences on completed fertility and age at first birth for discrete cohorts. We first estimated ACE pathways for each cohort group separately. Mirroring the continuous approaches, shared environmental effects were not found for completed fertility for the second or third group and were not found for age at first birth for the second group. Next, we replaced these nonsignificant shared environmental parameters with dominance genetic parameters. None of these parameters reached statistical significance, and all additive genetic parameters that were significant in the baseline model remained significant. Finally, we fitted a trimmed model in which pathways that were not significant in any model were constrained to zero. This model was preferred based on the model fit statistics reported in Table 1 . Thus, there was no evidence of genetic influences on either phenotype for the 1920-1935 birth cohort. For age at first birth, there was no evidence of genetic influences for the 1956-1970 birth cohort. Additive genetic influences, but not dominance genetic influences, were detected for the remaining birth cohorts.
Genetic and environmental correlation between phenotypes
To evaluate genetic and environmental correlation between completed fertility and age at first birth, we used a correlated factors model for the identified discrete cohort groups (Neale and Cardon 1992) . This multivariate quantitative genetic model estimates the correlation between the genetic and environmental influences on two outcomes. For the 1920-1935 and 1956-1970 cohorts, we found no evidence of genetic correlation between completed fertility and age at first birth due to minimal genetic influences on one or both outcomes. However, we found statistically significant, negative genetic correlation for the 1936 -1955 . This indicates that the Table 1 Parameter estimates for parametric behavior genetic decomposition of completed fertility and age at first birth Standard errors reported in parentheses. In the spline specification, a, c, and e parameters refer to the estimate at 1920, the a 0 , c 0 , and e 0 parameters refer to the effect of the first spline variable (i.e., years before 1950), and the a 00 , c 00 , and e 00 parameters refer to the effect of the second spline variable (i.e., years after 1950). In the quartic specification, the a, c, and e parameters refer to the estimate at 1945, the a 0 , c 0 , and e 0 parameters refer to the effect of birth year, and the a 00 , c 00 , and e 00 parameters refer to the effect of birth year squared p \ 0.10; * p \ 0.05; ** p \ 0.01; *** p \ 0.001 2 Although monozygotic twin correlations appear lower than dizygotic twin correlations for some cohorts, they are not statistically different from one another. Equating the twin covariance across zygosity does not result in a significant increase in v 2 for completed fertility for the 1920-1935 birth cohort (v 2 = 1.921, df = 1, p = 0.17), age at first birth for the 1920-1935 birth cohort (v 2 = 0.782, df = 1, p = 0.38), or age at first birth for the 1956-1970 birth cohort (v 2 = 0.670, df = 1, p = 0.41). Additionally, constraining the mean, variance, and covariance to be equal across zygosity resulted in no statistically significant loss of model fit in these groups. This is consistent with no genetic influences on fertility for certain birth cohorts, as theoretically predicted.
same set of genetic factors that disposed individuals toward higher completed fertility in this cohort also disposed individuals toward earlier age at first birth. We found no statistically significant shared environmental correlation for any cohort group. We found statistically significant, negative nonshared environmental correlation for the 1920 -1935 (-0.646, 95 % CI -0.768, -0.524), 1936 -1955 (-0.585, 95 % CI -0.675, -0.495), and 1956 -1970 ) cohort groups. This indicates that, after taking into account genetic and shared environmental influences on fertility, individuals that have a later age at first birth tend to have fewer children, and this effect appears to be general across different social contexts.
Sensitivity analyses
We performed two sensitivity analyses. First, we evaluated whether participant sex moderated the reported trends, but these estimates tended to be imprecise due to low power. Second, we evaluated the robustness of the reported interaction by fitting the quartic continuous moderator model to both phenotypes only for cohort groups that displayed significant genetic influence. This included participants born between 1936 to 1970 for completed fertility and 1936-1955 for age at first birth. Results from these models found significant birth year trends in genetic influence on both phenotypes across this limited span. The pattern of results largely matched that found in the full sample.
Discussion
Genetic influences on fertility outcomes are dynamic. Our results indicate that the heritability of fertility in the United States changed fluidly with the emergence of novel social norms. As old social norms begin to be replaced by new norms, individuals have greater choice in their fertility outcomes: they can continue with the status quo, or they can adopt the newer social tides. Because such behaviors are likely to be affected by genetically influenced dispositions, genetic influences are predicted to increase during such periods of social change (Bras et al. 2013; Kohler et al. 1999) . Consistent with these predictions, our results indicate that in the early years of the SDT, genetically influenced dispositions led some individuals to continue with conventional patterns of family formation, while genetically influenced dispositions led other individuals to express non-normative or progressive fertility behaviors.
Projecting evolutionary selection forces into the future will need to consider the possibility of social changes that either constrain or facilitate the expression of genetically influenced mechanisms of fertility. When societal forces constrain expression, it would be expected that the rate of evolution would slow, but during transitions that maximize heritability, the rate of evolution may increase dramatically. For example, we found essentially no genetic correlation between age at first birth and completed fertility before or after the SDT, but during the SDT, the genetic correlation was nearly perfect. Further, Zietsch et al. (2014) cautioned against the use of pedigrees (e.g., parent-child correlations; Byars et al. 2010) to estimate heritability because such approaches confound estimates of genetic and shared environmental effects. Similarly, we find that the relative importance of genetic and shared environmental effects change across cohorts in tandem with societal change. This process would further obscure evolutionary projections unless quantitative genetic methods (e.g., twin approaches) are employed to estimate possible changes in heritability and genetic correlation.
Apart from Kohler et al. (1999) , few previous studies have examined the interactive nature of genetic effects and environmental contexts by leveraging changing social forces through chronological time. One notable exception is a study by Heath et al. (1985) that found increases in the heritability of educational attainment following increased social access to education. In other words, genetic influences were maximized when individuals had greater The current study has several important strengths and limitations. We used a diverse, genetically informative, multi-cohort sample to replicate previous findings (Bras et al. 2013; Kohler et al. 1999 ) in a substantially different environmental context. The results of the current study are similar to those previously reported, strengthening the generalizability of this effect. Further, our results are conceptually supported by findings from recent studies indicating that heritable personality traits (Bouchard and McGue 2003) are increasingly associated with fertility outcomes for more recent birth cohorts (Jokela 2012; Skirbekk and Blekesaune 2013) . A strength of quantitative genetic studies is that it is not necessary to test the relation between a circumscribed trait and fertility. Rather, the current study indexed all genetically influenced individual differences that were relevant to fertility. We did not, however, examine specific avenues for genetic influence on fertility, such as preferences, motivation, pursuing educational attainment, or fecundity.
A further limitation is that we were unable to conclusively test whether the identified genetic and environmental trends differed for males and females. Despite the relatively large twin subsample of the MIDUS dataset, data coverage was limited when broken down both by specific birth years and participant sex. Sex differences in cohort effects in heritability and genetic covariation would be very interesting to examine in future research, as these may serve as mechanisms of antagonistic pleiotropy.
One may wonder whether the observed results were primarily driven by monozygotic correlations slightly lower than dizygotic correlations for certain cohort groups. Because the majority of the increase in heritability occurs during the second demographic transition (i.e., 1936-1955) , significant birth year trends in genetic influence were still detected on both phenotypes when cohort groups with lower monozygotic compared to dizygotic correlations were excluded. Further, we expected zero heritability for some cohort groups based on previous theory (Udry 1996 ; Fig. 1 ) and empirical evidence (Kohler et al. 1999) , and consistent with this expectation, we observed statistically equivalent monozygotic and dizygotic correlations.
Some caution should be used when interpreting the cohort trends for the most recent cohorts as some members may not have fully completed their fertility. Indeed, research indicates that more recent cohorts increasingly delayed fertility (Billari et al. 2007 ) and Table 3 Parameter estimates for multiple group behavior genetic decomposition of completed fertility and age at first birth pursued educational attainment (Snyder and Dillow 2013) . Participants with censored fertility histories in this study may therefore have been more highly educated than those with complete fertility histories. As pursuit of education may partially mediate genetic influences on fertility Nisén et al. 2013) , because of censoring, we may have failed to detect some genetic influences on fertility for recent cohorts. Fortunately, this is a relatively small concern considering the age of the participants at the time of the most recent survey (roughly 35 years old) and that the major finding of the study was an increase in genetic influences across cohorts that had certainly completed their fertility (i.e., birth years from 1920 to 1950). Additionally, censoring is unlikely to affect the results for age at first birth because this phenotype is a discrete event that typically occurs by the late-20 0 s even within the current population (Mathews and Hamilton 2009).
An important and still unaddressed question is the extent to which genetic influences on completed fertility will persist. Our results indicate that genetic influences on age at first birth gradually rose and faded across progressively more recent cohorts. This is consistent with a societal shift to a novel equilibrium point and norm for age at first birth. Our results do not indicate a similar decrease in the heritability of completed fertility following the SDT. One interpretation would be that society has moved more slowly to reach a stable equilibrium in regards to family size preferences, but society will eventually reach one as late adopters slowly conform over time (Lesthaeghe 2010) . A second possibility is that a stable equilibrium may not be reached because of persistent clustering of individuals around different fertility norms that may, in part, be due to genotypic differences (Bishop 2009) . A third possibility is that post SDT fertility norms are weak, with much individual choice allowed and encouraged. Opportunities to distinguish between these alternatives will emerge as researchers continue to track patterns of fertility further into the twenty-first century-and continue to conduct integrative research that considers both genetic differences and social contexts.
